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Hello and Welcome to the 2020 Maryland Open!
Please print this rule book and missions and bring it with you to the Tournament on March 14, 2020 so
that you have references and missions with you. Please e-mail
MarylandOPEN.Tournament@gmail.com with any questions!

BFGcon 2020 Maryland OPEN Warhammer 40K ITC Grand Tournament
•
•
•
•
•
•

Codexes, FAQS, Errata, Chapter Approved, Etc will all be used provided they are
released on or before 3/7/20
If the ITC Champion Missions for 2020 are released before February 29, 2020 they
will be used instead of the 2019 version found below.
Understrength Units may only be selected within Auxiliary Support Detachments (The
single unit detachments)
You may not re-roll the Seize / End Game rolls
For general FAQ and Errata, we follow Games Workshop official publications found
here: https://www.warhammer-community.com/faqs/
For questions you feel are not adequately answered by GW publications, please
email MarylandOPEN.Tournament@gmail.com as above.

Sportsmanship at the Maryland OPEN
Please treat your fellow competitors with the respect accorded a peer while you are here. Start and end
every game with a hearty handshake! The Maryland OPEN is designed to be loud, high energy, fun and
a celebration of the Warhammer 40k hobby. It is run for you and fueled by the passion of its organizers
and everyone who attends the event. In addition, you are part of BFGcon and the event Code of
Conduct applies to all attendees: https://www.bfgcon.com/about/code-of-conduct/ ABOVE ALL:
Enjoy yourself, let staff know if you need anything, and show respect and consideration for your peers,
tournament organizers, and the game.

INFORMATION ABOUT BFGcon

The Maryland OPEN is part of the BFGcon which has grown to become one of the largest events of its
type in the country. Some of the games that will be taking place at the same time as the Maryland OPEN
include: Board games, role playing games, play testing, open gaming, panels, entertainment, vendors and
lots more! There will be well over a thousand people at the event and if you want to join any of the other
activities on Friday or the adult oriented evening games and activities after the 3rd round ends on Saturday
you can sign up on www.bfgcon.com.

Maryland OPEN Tournament Schedule
Saturday March 14, 2020
Registration
08:00 – 10:00
Round 1
10:00 – 1:00
Lunch
1:00 – 2:00
Round 2
2:00 – 5:00
Break
5:00 – 5:30
Round 3
5:30 – 8:30
Sunday March 15, 2020
Check-In
10:00
Round 4
10:30 – 1:30
Break
1:30 – 2:00
Round 5
2:00 – 5:00
Awards
5:30

1. Policies
1.1. Painted Models
Painted Armies are not required but are greatly encouraged. If possible, your army should
show at least a clear good faith effort to achieve the traditional 3-color-and-based
minimum. You can still win the Best General and some other prizes without a painted
army but the Grand Champion and Hobby related awards will not be available to you.

Converted and Counts-As Models
You may never gain a gameplay benefit from converted/counts-as models, but may incur downsides.
For example, if you model a Knight taller, it will not gain any extra LOS advantages, but will be easier
to see. Please understand we wish to encourage exceptional creativity in modeling, and even have
separate awards dedicated to it; that said, we cannot permit unfair advantages of any kind for models
being larger, smaller, or of a different shape and size than their unit’s official miniatures.
If you wish to use alternate models or scratch builds to “count as” something else, you must be
extremely clear with your army list, modeling, unit differentiation, and information provision to your
opponents. If a game or an opponent’s experience is negatively impacted by an extremely unclear
army due to counts-as modeling, the head judge and tournament organizer (TO) both maintain the
right to modify your army list or remove models from it.
Different <Faction> type keywords must be clearly represented within your army; it is unacceptable, for
instance, to include both <Ultramarine> and <Dark Angels> Space Marines in an army together with all
of them painted as Ultramarines.
If you wish to gain an exception to any of these rules for an especially creative or unique modeling
project, please gain permission in advance via MarylandOPEN.Tournament@gmail.com

1.2.Army Lists
A copy of your army list must be handed to the Tournament Organizer (TO) before play begins at
10am on March 14. The TO will check it for adherence to the tournament rules for army
composition. If there are any problems, you will be notified and have the opportunity to correct the
issue with the TO. If you have any questions about your list, please email the TO at
MarylandOPEN.Tournament@gmail.com.

1.3.Basing Your Models
Models must be played on the bases provided with them and to the latest basing standard. Sisters of
Battle, for instance, are on 32mm bases in the most recent release. If you play Sisters of Battle, you
will need to use the 32mm base even if the original models were on smaller bases. Models that are
only provided with Fantasy/square bases may be played on these by RAW, but should be placed on
the closest approximate 40k/round base if possible. Models may be played on scenic bases of
identical size to the bases provided with them. If you have a question, ask ahead of time. As with the
Converted Model Policy, any base of inappropriate size will incur any disadvantages, while ignoring
any advantages.

1.4.Judges
Judges hold final say on all tournament issues. It is entirely possible for them to instruct players to
begin a new round within the 15 minute time window, grant a loss to someone they catch cheating,
etc. This is to ensure play with integrity, good sportsmanship, and honesty – players will not be
permitted to “abuse” the rules in place in order to gain unfair advantages.

1.5.Official Model and Game Rule Sources
You MUST possess an official print or digital copy of any rules used by your army.

2. Tournament Scoring and Awards
Warhammer 40K is a multi-faceted hobby, with social, gaming, and artistic components. As
a result, the overall winner of the Maryland OPEN, its Grand Champion or Best Overall, is
determined by equal parts Artistic, Sportsmanship, and Competitive score. The total points
scored plus the artistic score plus the sportsmanship score are added together to find the
Grand Champion. The Tournament Champion, 1st Runner Up and 2nd Runner up are
determined win/loss record and then by total points scored. Note that prize values may be
adjusted if the event has less than 48 players.
Prizes are cash prizes as indicated:
* Grand Champion (Best Overall, Appearance/Competitive/Best Sportsman) Prize - $400
* Tournament Champion (Best General by ITC Score): Prize - $300
* 1st Runner Up (Lieutenant General by ITC Score): Prize - $100
* 2nd Runner Up (Major General by ITC Score): Prize - $75
* Hobby Ace (Combination of ARMY appearance/conversions/painting): Prize - $130
* Paintsmith (Best painted single model): Prize - $60
* Modelsmith (Best Conversion): Prize - $60
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Overall Mission Guidance and Rules

3.1 Terrain
The Tournament organizers pride themselves on unique and beautiful terrain on the
gameboards. We strongly believe that there is a cinematic aspect to the game and that great
terrain is a large part of an enjoyable gaming experience. It’s just one of the things that will
make the Maryland OPEN unique from other tournaments who use primarily painted
Styrofoam terrain. You will encounter a wide variety of terrain conditions and types at the
tournament but all will be governed by the advance terrain rules found in the various rulebooks
and in the Chapter Approved 2018 rules (starting on page 62) and Chapter Approved 2019
rules (starting on page 106). If a certain terrain appears in both books, the 2019 version will
be used. The tables will each have terrain identification and rules that both players must
adhere to for their game. Things like Hazardous Cover that might explode and craters or
woods that reduce charge distance will be part of your games. Read the “table” rules carefully
for each board you play on to make certain there aren’t any surprises!

In addition to these rules the Maryland OPEN has also adopted the ITC terrain rules that were
in use at the LVO in January, 2020 because they promote smoother game play and less
confusion about things like who can charge, be shot at and fight in certain types of terrain.
Those rules are included below and will be in force at the Maryland OPEN.

General Guidelines for Tournament Terrain
These are general guidelines for how to play ITC terrain. These guidelines are should be
followed but may be superseded by terrain rules specific to certain terrain that will be
posted on some of the tables
•

•

Wobbly Model: Due to the nature of the terrain we use at our events, we use the
following interpretation of the Wobbly Model rule to facilitate a smooth tournament
experience: So long as any part of a model’s base could normally fit on a horizontal space
of a terrain piece, that model can be said to be placed there even if the model will not
physically stand. In this instance, place the model as close to its stated position as it can
be safely placed. A horizontal space that would not normally allow a model to stand is
ignored for this rule. Example: the sill under a window which is technically a horizontal
space but so thin that no model would be able to stand there. In some instances, using a
marker such as a die to mark the model’s stated position can be useful to help both
players remember where the model is meant to be. For line of sight purposes, hold the
model as close as possible to its stated location to assist your opponent in determining if
they can see the model.
o Models within 1” of the outer edge of a terrain piece wall may be assaulted from
the other side of the wall by any unit.
o Units that can move through the walls of a ruin to assault a unit on the other side
of an enclosed or unenclosed ruin wall (such as infantry) may still complete their
charge even if the wall would prohibit the model's base from fitting within 1" of
the unit on the other side. Simply use a dice or other indicator to show where the
charging model or unit would be, and place the charging model as close to that
point as possible. In other words, players cannot block a charge by placing their
models in such a way as to prohibit enemy models from getting within 1" of the
target unit that would otherwise be able to reach them.
Units with the “fly” keyword, other than units that would normally be able to pass
through the wall of a Ruin, cannot enter an Enclosed Ruin.
o An Enclosed Ruin is a term we used to describe a ruin with 4 walls and a roof. It
is treated as a Ruin as defined in the BRB but due to the unique nature of them,
we further specify this type of ruin for ease of reference.
▪ Terrain with stairs, catwalks etc on the outside of the ruin are outside.
Models on them do not count as being inside.
▪ A natural opening in the wall or roof of a Ruin or Enclosed Ruin may be
passed through by any type of model that can physically fit through it and
within the Ruin. Terrain and models may not be modified in order to use

•

•

•

this rule. Example: taking a model of its base, breaking parts of a model
off, removing a magnetized part of the model, or altering the terrain.
▪ Models being placed on levels in terrain must fit on that level. If a model
fits from the bottom of the base to top of the head, but a decorative
element keeps them from fitting they may count as being on the level.
Example of a decorative element: back banner, sword arm raised,
decorative nurgling on the shoulder or helmet, helmet plume etc.
▪ The “roof” of an Enclosed Ruin is treated as a Wall for the purposes of
determining the type(s) of units/models that may go through it.
Ruins and Enclosed Ruins with doors and/or windows can be entered by units that can
normally enter Ruins. Terrain features without doors, windows, or other clear openings
like Obelisks and solid towers, are treated as impassable terrain.
o In the instance that models that can normally enter an Enclosed Ruin cannot be
physically placed inside of it due to the roof being glued on, or a similar physical
limitation, place that model using the Wobbly Model rule.
A reminder of BRB rule: Hills provide cover if your entire unit is in or on it and obscured
from the viewpoint of the firing unit. Standing on a hill in plain sight of the firing unit
provides no benefit to the unit being shot at.
o Cargo Containers are treated as Hills.
A reminder of BRB rule: If during a combat that occupies multiple levels, and these
levels are more than 3 inches apart in height, no consolidation is possible to ascend or
descend levels unless the unit has the ability to consolidate more than 3 inches.

IN ADDITION: Many of the tables will have the “L” shaped Line-of-sight blocking terrain in
the center of the board (of the sort made popular at NOVA). The rules for this terrain are as
follows: 1) the walls will be considered passable for INFANTRY models just like normal ruins.
NO models can stand on top of the L’s ( but if there are balconies and places to stand within the
terrain piece, INFANTRY models can stand there).

3.2 Legal Army Lists / Army Specifics / Points Sizes (2000)
The tournament operates at 2000 Points. You are required to bring at least 6 printed copies of
your list: 1 for the organizers and 5 for your opponents. Your opponent may want to use their
copy of your list to make notes about the secondary missions they choose. You must also bring
published or copied printouts of any and all relevant rules for your army, including the core rules.

3.2.1 Legal Army Construction
Armies should be constructed following all the rules for Matched Play at 2000 points in the
Warhammer 40,000 8th Edition Rulebook, including the suggested detachment limit of 3 at that point
level. You may bring Forge World models/units.
All Warhammer 40,000 Indices and 8th Edition Codices up released before March 7, 2020 are legal
unless they have been replaced by a codex. All FAQs and changes in the Chapter Approved books
or published on line at https://www.warhammer-community.com/faqs/ will be used.

In all cases, new Datasheets released with a Codex replace any old Datasheets with the
same name in the Index. The same holds true for any points for units or the wargear they
used. Units which exist still in the Index but not in the Codex may be used following their
Index Datasheet rules and wargear options, but must use any updated wargear point
costs in their associated Codex.

3.3 Core Rules Modifications and Frequently Asked Questions
The Maryland Open tournament uses all the rules and guidelines from 8th Edition, FAQs, and Chapter
Approved through CA 2019.
The following modifications apply:

1. Understrength Units may only be included within Auxiliary Support Detachments.
2. You may not use a Command Re-Roll when Seizing the Initiative.
3. The game ends after Battle Round 6. If time is called before you get to the end of
Battle Round 6, complete whichever phase you are in and end the game at that
point. There will be plenty of warning as to when time is running out. Please play
accordingly (e.g. don’t start a combat phase with 50 combatants if the game is
ending in 5 minutes).
4. Acceptable Casualties (Sudden Death rules are suspended for all missions) – If a
player suffers "Sudden Death" due to "Boots on the Ground" and only having
Flyer models in play, (or due to being completed wiped off the table), they might
still be able to win the game.
5. The games are determined by points. Players may win under any other
circumstance (I.e. even if their models are all destroyed) if they've accumulated
sufficient points to exceed their opponent's total. That said, all games should be
played out to their logical conclusion even if no opposing models are in play.
6. If you have any questions about these general rules, please send them to
MarylandOPEN.Tournament@gmail.com
4.0 Game Rules
Judges hold final say on all tournament issues. Should a judge get a rule wrong, that does not bind the
event to continue getting it wrong. Respect all judges – they are volunteers, not pro referees. Be aware
that whenever possible, we will play the rules as intended, and almost never kowtow to exhaustive or
overly complex “Rules as Written” arguments. If it sounds like your argument is heavily laden with
technicalities and/or creative readings of the rule, chances are we will not agree.

4.1 Game Rule Sources
You MUST possess an official print or digital copy of any rules used by your army. You may use Games
Workshop’s official dice app as long as you use it in a manner that makes it entirely visible to your
opponent.

4.2 Quit Policy
If you have an emergency, let the TO know. Quitting due to a difficult opponent is not acceptable or
sportsmanlike – again, contact a Judge! Do NOT quit early if you can avoid it – it makes pairings,
brackets, and more very difficult.

4.3 Regular Playspeed Milestones, Time Calling, and Chess Clocks
Instead of focusing on time remaining - a figure that most players do not naturally associate certain game
milestones with – the staff will call time based upon the place in the game you should on average be at.
We will also seek to announce pairings for each round as early as 15 minutes before the official round
start time. These milestones break down as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3:00 – Start Round (Formally)
2:50 – Complete Pre-Game Mission, Warlord, Psychic Power, and Other Selections, Begin
Deployment
2:30 – Deployment Complete, Begin Round 1
1:50 – First Battle Round Complete, Begin Round 2
1:10 – Second Battle Round Complete, Begin Round 3
0:50 – Third Battle Round Complete, Begin Round 4
0:30 – Fourth Battle Round Complete, Begin Round 5
0:10 – Fifth Battle Round Complete, Begin Round 6

Based upon these milestones, you will not be permitted to begin a Battle Round with less than 15 minutes
remaining unless it is the SIXTH Battle Round. You will be permitted to begin the SIXTH Battle Round
with at least 10 minutes remaining.
For clarity, this provides each player with, on average, the following time breakdown for the typical
game:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-Game Mission, Warlord, Psychic Power, and Other Selections: 5 Minutes
Deploying your actual models: 10 Minutes
Playing your First Turn: 20 Minutes
Playing your Second Turn: 20 Minutes
Playing your Third Turn: 10 Minutes
Playing your Fourth Turn: 10 Minutes
Playing your Fifth Turn: 10 Minutes
Playing your Sixth Turn: 5 Minutes

In all cases, we expect players to finish their games. We encourage you to prepare and practice as needed
if you feel you are a slower player. This is not to add undue stress to you in participation, but to ensure a
fair game between you and your opponent. The above breakdown is therefore a suggestion which
provides 90 minutes per player, but it is one we will use as a guideline for patrolling tables and evaluating
games that need assistance (in the form of a Chess Clock) to complete on time.

CHESS CLOCKS – If a game is falling way behind because of one (or more) slow players, the
judges may, at their discretion, require the players to use a Chess Clock to try to get the game
completed on time. The Chess Clock rules are as follows:
•

Chess Clock Rules: Each player will receive the same amount of time to play the game based
on the time remaining when the clock is introduced. The clock starts with deployment
(deployment is on the clock), and should always be running, except for between turn/round
mission scoring, judge calls, or rules questions. If a player runs out of time, they cannot
take any voluntary actions (move, shoot, manifest powers, charge, etc.) for the remainder
of the game.

•

NOTE: If both players in a game would like to use a chess clock for their game, they can
either use one they brought with them acceptable to both of them or the Judges will
provide one for them to use.

5.0 Overall Mission Guidance and Rules
5.1 Legal Army Lists / Army Specifics / Points Sizes (2000)
The tournament is played at 2000 Points. Bring 6 printed copies of your list: 1 for the organizers and 5 for
your opponents.
Armies should be constructed following all the rules for Matched Play at 2000 points in the Warhammer
40,000 8th Edition Rulebook, including the detachment and datasheet limits of 3. Note that your free relic
must be on your army list. Anything required "when you muster your army," such as the Blood Angels
Stratagem "Death Visions of Sanguinius," must also be on your army list.

5.2 Core Rules Modifications and Frequently Asked Questions
Please use all Chapter Approved and Beta released Matched Play rules from Games Workshop. Major FAQ
items will be added here.
Game Length: All games will go to the end of Battle Round 6, rather than using Random Game
Length.
Direct your questions to: MarylandOPEN.Tournament@gmail.com

Mission Guidelines
This section describes the format Guidelines for the 2020 8th Edition ITC Champion Mission pack.
In this section, you will find the rules for pre-game setup, including deployment and scoring for
Primary and Secondary missions. Unless otherwise stated, all of the six missions listed below follow
these steps. Questions should be directed to: contact@frontlinegaming.org.

Pre-Game, Deployment, & Setup
Pre-Game
Step 1: Before any dice are rolled, players adjust and define terrain on the board, then both players
choose Warlord Traits, Psychic Powers, spend pre-deployment command points, free relic, and any
additional Relics they wish to use. These should be written or notated clearly for reference in game.
Step 2: Players reveal the items from step 1 to each other simultaneously.

Deployment Map & Objectives
Step 1: Players roll off.
Step 2: The player that rolls higher may choose to be the Attacker or Defender. If the Defender was
the winner of the roll off (meaning they chose to be the Defender), they roll for the deployment map
and may re-roll the result a single time if they choose to. If the Defender was the loser of the roll off
(meaning they were chosen to be the Defender), they may roll 2d6--re-rolling any duplicate die
until two different results are generated--and choose either of the two deployment maps. The
Defender also chooses their deployment zone, and the Attacker gets the remaining deployment
zone.
Step 3: Players then place objectives following scenario guidelines as listed on each mission.
Instructions for placing objectives are as follows:
A: All objectives are considered to be on the ground floor and may not be placed inside of
enclosed buildings. Move terrain if necessary to accommodate this requirement.

B: Distances are measured to and from models to the closest point of the
objective marker when determining which models are in range to control an objective.
Step 4: Each player chooses 3 of the Secondary Mission Objectives listed below. One of them must
be from the Seek and Destroy category and one must be from the Maneuvers category. The third
mission can be from either category or be Old School. A player may only choose each mission once.
They then reveal them to their opponent simultaneously.
Step 5: Players begin deploying. The Attacker will deploy their entire army first and take the first
turn. The Defender will deploy their entire army second and take the second turn. There is no roll
for Seize the Initiative.

Game Length, Tabling & Concession Scoring
Each game lasts 6 Battle Rounds. At the game’s conclusion, the player with the higher total score
is the winner. If one player chooses to concede before the game has come to a natural conclusion or
is “Tabled” (meaning all of their units have been destroyed or they are subject to the Sudden Death
rule), they retain the score they had up until that point and count all of their units as destroyed for
scoring purposes for each of the remaining turns of the game meaning their opponent will earn all
of their Kill, Kill More primary points for every turn thereafter. The player that didn’t concede or get
tabled may play out the remainder of the game to score any additional objectives to increase their
final score. In the case of a concession, the conceding player automatically loses the game
regardless of comparative scores.
If a player draws a bye due to an uneven number of players, this should go to the player with the
lowest total score and that player receives a win and a score of 30 points.
Players should take careful note that tabling your opponent does not automatically score
maximum points for the mission. Concession also does not automatically award max points
to the victor!

Primary & Secondary Mission Scoring
Primary Mission: End of Player Turn Scoring
Each player scores points at the end of their player turn.

.

1. Do you hold one or more objectives?
1 point
2. Was an enemy unit destroyed during your player turn?
1 point

Primary Mission: End of Battle Round Scoring
Each Player also scores points at the end of each Battle Round.
1. Do you hold more objectives than your opponent?
1 Point
2. Were more of your opponent’s units destroyed this battle round than your own?
1 point

Secondary Missions:
Each player may score up to 4 pts for each of the following Secondary Missions, for a total of 12
between the three they’ve chosen. These points can be scored at any time unless otherwise specified in
the description. Seek and Destroy Secondaries may not be scored concurrently by the same unit on the
same target. Maneuver Secondaries may not be scored concurrently by the same unit or on the same
objective. Old School may be scored concurrently with any other secondaries by or from the same unit.
Example 1: A player picks Head Hunter and Big Game hunter as two Seek and Destroy secondaries.
Their Knight destroys a unit that is both a Character and a Vehicle with 10 wounds. They can only
score one of the two Seek and Destroy secondaries from that unit of their choice. However, if the same
Knight destroyed a Vehicle with 10 wounds and a separate Character unit in the same shooting phase,
the controlling player could score a point for both qualifying secondaries.
Example 2: A player chooses Engineers and Sappers as two Maneuvers secondaries. If both units are
on the same objective, the player may choose to either use his Engineers or his Sappers but not both.
Similarly, if they had chosen Recon and King of the Hill and had a unit within 9” of the middle of the
table and in a table quarter, the player must choose which of the two Maneuver secondaries the unit is
counting towards.
Old School: Earn 1 point for the following:
•
•
•
•

First Strike: An enemy unit is destroyed in the first Battle Round.
Slay the Warlord: The enemy Warlord is destroyed at game’s end.
Linebreaker: Have one of your models within your opponent’s deployment zone at the end
of the game.
Last Strike: An enemy unit is destroyed in the last Battle Round played.

Seek and Destroy Secondaries
Headhunter: 1pt for each enemy Character that is destroyed.
Born for Greatness: Pick one of your single model Character units. This unit gains 1pt for
accomplishing each of the following objectives up to a total of 4pts. Each objective can only be
achieved once per game.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Destroy an enemy unit that does not have the Character keyword.
Destroy an enemy unit that has the Character keyword.
Deny an enemy Psychic Power.
Hold an objective outside of your deployment zone.
Heroically intervene into an enemy unit.
Begin and end a Battle Round wholly within your opponent’s deployment zone.

Marked for Death: Choose 4 of your opponent’s units each of which is worth a points value
including wargear of 120 or more points. Earn 1 pt for each of these units destroyed.
•

In order to score this point against a unit that splits into multiple units during the course of
play, you must destroy each individual component unit. If a unit joins with another unit
during the course of play, to earn this point you must destroy the entire conjoined unit.

Gang Busters: For every 6 wounds inflicted on a non Troop battlefield role multi-model unit
composed entirely of models with 3 or more wounds that does not have the Vehicle, Swarms or
Monster keywords, score 1 point.
•

Once any wounds from a unit are counted towards your Gang Busters Secondary Objective,
that unit may not score points for another Seek and Destroy Secondary Objective.

Big Game Hunter: Earn 1 point for every 10 cumulative wounds dealt to enemy units containing
the Monster, Titanic or Vehicle keyword.
The Butcher’s Bill: Destroy 2+ enemy units during a player turn to earn 1 Point.
The Reaper: For every 20 wounds of Infantry, Swarms, Bikers or Drone models destroyed, earn 1
point.
•

•

You count each wound when the Infantry model is destroyed. In the instance of models
coming back into play after being destroyed during the course of a game, you may count
them each time they are destroyed.
Once a model is removed from a unit, if you choose to count it towards your Reaper
Secondary Objective, that unit may not score points for another Seek and Destroy
Secondary Objective.

Maneuver Secondaries
Recon: Have a unit at least partially in each table quarter at the end of your player turn. A unit may
only count as being in one table quarter at a time for the purposes of this rule. 1pt per turn. Starting
turn 2, if you have two units in every table quarter, you earn 2pts per turn.
Behind Enemy Lines: If at least one of your units that does not have the Flyer battlefield role is
wholly within the enemy Deployment Zone at the end of your turn, earn 1 Point. Starting turn 2 and
on, if you have three or more non-Flyer battlefield role units wholly within in your opponent’s
deployment zone at the end of your turn, you earn 2pts.
Ground Control: Earn 1 point for each objective held at the end of the last Battle Round played. If
you hold all of the objectives on the table at game’s end, you score all 4pts.
King of the Hill: At the end of their turn, the player who chose this secondary objective scores 1
point if they have two units that are any combination of non-character, multi-model units or units
with the Titanic keyword wholly within 9 inches of the center of the table. Beginning in the second
battle round, if the player who chose this secondary has four or more qualifying units wholly within
9 inches of the center of the table, that player instead scores 2 points. 'Multi-model unit' means a
unit that consisted of more than a single model immediately prior to the start of the game.
Engineers: Select two non-character/non-fortification units from your army to be Engineers.
Starting from Battle Round 2, if one or more of these units starts and ends your turn within 3” of the
same objective marker you control, and it did not make any attacks or manifest any psychic powers
during your turn, earn 1 point at the end of that turn. If you have two Engineer units performing
this role on two separate objectives and one or more of the objectives is outside of your deployment

zone, earn 2pts. These units may not score this objective if they join other units during the course of
play or split into multiple units. Units chosen to be Engineers may never benefit from a rule that
keeps them from being the target of attacks, Cloud of Flies, for example. They can benefit from
terrain blocking Line of Sight to them.
Sappers: Select two non-character/non-fortification/non-Flyer battlefield role units from your
army to be Sappers. So long as a Sapper unit ends your turn within 3” of an Objective outside of the
controlling player’s deployment zone, the Sapper unit may render the objective Unscorable for any
primary or secondary objectives for the Sapper unit’s opponent so long as it remains in this state.
Note, a Sapper may render an objective unscorable even if they do not control the objective. Once
rendered Unscorable, an objective remains in this state until the Sapper moves more than 3” away
from it, is destroyed, makes any attacks or manifests any psychic powers. If at the end of your turn
your Sappers have rendered any objectives Unscorable, earn 1pt. Starting turn 2 and on, you can
earn up to a maximum of 2pts per turn for Sapping two or more objectives. Units chosen to be
Sappers may never benefit from a rule that keeps them from being the target of attacks, Cloud of
Flies, for example. They can benefit from terrain blocking Line of Sight to them. If a Sapper unit ever
splits into multiple units during the course of the game using an ability such as the Combat Squads
rule or is combined into another unit such as with Consolidate Squads stratagem they are no longer
Sapper units and lose all of the above abilities for the rest of the game.
The Postman: Select a single model from your army that does not have the Vehicle, Monster or
Titanic (with the exception of Imperial Knights and Chaos Knights which may be made The
Postman) keywords to be The Postman (this model can be in a unit). This model may choose to
gather intel on an Objective within 3” that you control at the end of your turn. You may only gather
intel from each objective once per game. Earn 1pt per objective you gather intel from. If at the end
of the game you have gathered intel from every objective on the table, you automatically score all
4pts.

Scenarios
Scenario 1: Seize Ground
Deployment: Random
6 objectives placed as shown:
Seize Ground Bonus Point: If a player holds or contests 4 or more objectives at the end of
their player turn, gain 1 point.

For an objective to be contested, both players have models within 3” of it but neither controls
it. This typically occurs because both players have an equal number of models within range of
the objective and either none of them are Objective Secured, or all of them are.

Scenario 2: Cut to the Heart
Deployment: Random
3 objectives: Starting with the attacker, each player places 1 objective in their
opponent’s deployment zone the center of which must be exactly 9” from at
least one table edge. 1 objective is placed in the middle of the table.

Cut to the Heart Bonus Point: If a player controls the center objective and the objective
they placed at the end of their player turn, they gain 1 point.

Scenario 3: Nexus Control
Deployment: Random
4 objectives. Starting with the Defender, players alternate placing objectives.
The first two are placed more than 6” outside of either deployment zone and
more than 6” from a table edge and 12” from another objective. Starting with
the Attacker, each player then places one of the remaining objectives in their
deployment zone more than 6” from a table edge and 12” from another
objective.

Nexus Control Bonus Point: If a player holds both objectives outside of either player’s
deployment zone at the end of their turn, earn 1pt.

Scenario 4: What’s Yours Is Mine
Deployment: Random
5 objectives: 1 objective is placed in the middle of the table. Next, starting with the Defender,
each player places 1 objective anywhere on the table more than 6” from a table edge and 12”
from another objective. Each player then places 1 objective in their opponent’s deployment zone
more than 6” from a table edge and 12” from another objective.

What’s Yours Is Mine Bonus Point: If a player controls both of the objectives they placed
on the table at the end of their turn, they earn 1 point.

Scenario 5: Precious Cargo
Deployment: Random
5 objectives placed as shown (one in the middle of the table):

Precious Cargo Bonus Point: Before the game begins, starting with the Defender, each
player chooses a separate objective--their Priority Objective--to defend. This cannot be the
center objective. After deployment zones have been determined but before deployment, in
the order established above, each player may move their Priority Objective in any direction
up to 6” from its original position so long as it is more than 6” from a table edge and 12”
from another objective.
If a player holds their opponent’s Priority Objective at the end of their player turn or holds 3
or more Objectives, score 1 bonus point.

MAP 1: Spearhead Assault

MAP 2: Dawn of War

MAP 3: Search and Destroy

MAP 4: Hammer and Anvil

MAP 5: Front Line Assault

MAP 6: Vanguard Strike

